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I. Can the daily _________________ begin ____________
the ______________ is built.
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I. Can the daily _________________ begin ____________
the ______________ is built.

II. A lesson in __________________.
A. There are differing _____________ of holiness.
1. A legally “unclean” person ______________ his
_____________________ to any thing.
2. A legally “holy” thing ________________ confer its
__________________ on an “unclean” person.
a. An object does not become ____________________
through mere _______________ with another
sanctified object unless it _______________ it’s very
________________.
3. There appears to be different _____________ or
______________________ in Heaven.
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III. _________________ your __________________.
A. ________________ the reconstruction of the Temple.
1. ________________ your feet in regards to your ________
__________.
B. Their ignorance of the ____________.
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IV. The __________________ of the ________________.
A. The remnant _________________ (looks back), and then
looks forward with ___________________.
B. Even though they were __________________ being obedient
by starting the rebuilding, their ____________ still weren’t
right.
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I. sacrifice; before; Temple
II. holiness
A. levels
1. imparts; uncleanness
2. cannot; sanctity
a. sanctified; contact; absorbs; essence
3. levels; distinctions
III. Consider; situation
A. Delaying
1. Dragging; own life
B. Torah
IV. Obedience; remnant
A. considers; obedience
B. outwardly; hearts
V. cleanness; purity

